Simms Taback's Safari Animals (Giant Fold-Out Book)

The Young Junior Detective Will Have Loads Of Fun Guessing Who These Safari Animals Are!

Heres a book thats also a guessing game! Turn the page for your first clue: I have a huge mane. Open the flap and youll see another: I can roar. Open one more, and youll see the answer to the riddle: Its a lion! In this colorful book of safari animals, the award-winning art of Simms Taback becomes a fun, interactive guessing game.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Are you a young junior detective and good at guessing and following clues? If so, this book is for you. This is a fun book that can be read on a table and is even more fun to read on the floor with a few of your friends so they can join in the guessing too!

"Who Am I?" Hmmm  . . . there are two big feet and part of a tail showing.

"I have big feet." We can see that, but maybe we need another clue so flip up the page.

"I have a l-o-n-g nose."

Now we can see four big feet, a nose and some "horns." If we flip over the page we'll find out that . . .

"I'm an ELEPHANT."

In this fantastic guessing book there are several animals to discover. There is an elephant, a zebra, a hippo, an ostrich, a lion and a giraffe. This book will get a lot of 'reads' so be prepared to reinforce the folds with clear,
wide tape or you'll have some torn pages very quickly. This book will be a welcome addition to any shelf!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Simms Tabacks Safari Animals (Giant Fold-Out Book) - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!